ABSTRACT. We give an example of a separately subharmonic function which is not subharmonic.
It has been known since Hartogs, cf. [3] , that a function / defined on a domain in Cn which is separately holomorphic, i.e. / is holomorphic in each variable separately while the others remain fixed, is in fact a holomorphic function of several variables. Subsequently, by work of Lelong, see [5] , and Avanissian, [2] a similar result was obtained for separately subharmonic functions which in addition are locally bounded from above. Lelong also showed that separately harmonic functions are harmonic and gave conditions for separately real-analytic functions to be real-analytic, see [6] . Siciak improved on these results, see [7] .
Arsove showed in [1] that in Lelong's theorem local boundedness may be replaced by possessing an integrable majorant. The question whether separate subharmonicity in itself is enough for subharmonicity, has been around at least since 1966, cf. [1, 4] . In this note we give an example showing that the answer is no.
The author thanks Professor S. Krantz for bringing this question to his attention.
THEOREM. There exists a nonnegative function f on C2 with the following properties.
1. For every zq, u>o G C, f(zo, •) and f(-,wo) are continuous subharmonic functions on C.
2. The function f is not subharmonic on C2.
The required function will be f(z,w) = ^2{hn(z)hn(w)}.
n Observe that for fixed z G C only finitely many of the hn(z) are nonzero. Therefore f(z, ■) is a sum of finitely many continuous subharmonic functions and thus continuous and subharmonic. The same is true for f(-,w). However f(an,an) tends to oo with n, so we see that / is not locally bounded from above and hence not subharmonic on C2.
REMARKS. It is easy to see that our function is measurable and in fact continuous on D := C2\{(z,w): lmz = lmw = 0, Rez > 0, Rew > 0}. Adapting our construction slightly, we can obtain that / becomes smooth in each variable separately as well as on D. In the definition of / one just uses instead of hn the convolution hn(z -an/n) * (f>n, where <pn is a smooth, positive, radial function with sufficiently small support, while / <f>n = 1.
In [4] the question was asked for hyperharmonic functions, a slightly more general concept than superharmonic functions. Nevertheless, -/ gives a negative answer in this setting, because it is not even lower semicontinuous.
